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.Inspired by four recent decisions to change
achievement tests used in the Austin Independent School District, the
separate forms used and

in_

followed have been combined into a
systematic approach intern ed for use in future achievement test
selections. A rating scale (Attachment 1) was developed to expedite a
systematic comparison among possible achievement tests, and to allow
a weighting of the factors to be rated according to the school
system's needs. Five groups of experts (parents, teachers- and
principals, testing staff, central administration, and the board of
trustees) have varying responsibility for rating the fives factors
critical to making the best choice: technical soundness; logical
feasibility; instructional validity; financial affordability; and
interpretational ease. The Faeal Flaw Principle (occurring-when an
essential factor is rated unacceptable) can eliminate a test-
outright, and the Shoo-In Principle (occurring when a clearly
superior rating is given on a critical factor) will'select a single
test outright..An outline of eight procedural steps for the selection
process and the contexts in which they are appropriate is attached.
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SUING'UP CANDIDATES FOR A NEW ACHIEVEMENT TEST

F.

4 A major decision for a school system is the selection of
a new achievement test. However, in many systems, the people
charged with making that decision are doing so for the first
time. Even those of us who have done it before are somewhat
fuzzy about the best process to follow. What should be
considered? This paper concentrates on what we as educators,
administrators, and researchers should consider to get the most
for our money and effort when choosing a new achievement, test., /

The experiences from four major test changes in the Austin Public
Schools, Austin, Texas, provided the base from which the formsand
protecisues described arose.

The Austin Public Schools have changed achievement tests
at various grade levels several times recently. Each time the
circumstances required a different approach to the decision. The
fa.ctors which are critical to the school system somehow, do not
coin ide exactly with the promotional information proVided by the
test ublishers. Moreover,' the factors important to the
testi g office do not coincide exactly with those important to,

other areas of the school system. The testing office, campus
staff, and parents each have perspectives which make them
the most appropriate ones to judge the merits of'tests
on different characteristics. Over Lhe years, we have identified
the factors whic.must be considered to represent the needs of
the entire school system in the test-selection process.

/'
In 1980, a new achievement

,

test was introduced for grades
1 through? 8; in 1982, for kindergarten; in 1982, for high school
graduation competencies and in 1983, for grades 9 through 12.
As each test has been cha ed, we have developed instrument
description forms rating orms, and summary forms. After the
new high school test was selected in 1983, the separate forms and
procedures followed were combined into a unified system or
approach to use in selecting future achievement tests.

A systematic approach to the selection of an achievemeftt
test can help ensure that the best2decision.is made--the one that
returns the most useful information for the investment of money,
effort, and time. To aid ourselves and others when the time



comes to select a new achievement test, this paper includes
information and rating forms desi-gned around the 'five factors
we have found to be most critical to making the best choice.
These five factors are:

1.. Technical soundness,

2. Log(stical feasibility,

3. Instructional validity,

4... Financial .affordability,'and

5.. Interpretational ease.
4

Two principles will also be described as playing
important roles.in the selection process. -These are:

1. The Fatal Flaw Principle and

2. The Shoo-In Principle.

The Fatal Flaw Principle comes into play when one
of the five rating factors,is essential for a new test. ,In this
situation, any, candidate that rates at an unacceptable level on.
that critical, essential factor cannot be adopted; thus, a fatal
flaw exists.

The Shoo-In Principle is less precise, but a test tHat
rates as clearly the superior candidate on a single factor that/is
critical --a-n-d-eGential becomes a shoo-in in the absence of a
fatal flaw.

WHO ARE THE EXPERTS?

As mentioned earlier, the perspectives and priorities of
various grOups of people differ when judging achievement test
candidates. Figure I outlines the areas in which each of five groups
appears torbe the most appropriate to accept the responsibility
for ensuring that the correct choice is made. This is not to say
that all groups are not to conside.all factors, but the group(s)
with the major responsibility for each factor is(are) indicated.

WHAT ARE .THE STEPS FOR SELECTING AN ACHIEVEMENT TEST?

Figure 2 outlines the steps which are'usually taken. when
an achievement test is selected. There appear to be three
contexts within which test are chosen. These three contexts are:

2



1. Any test may be chosen,

02. One test is clearly the best, and'

3. One test.is mandated.

All three of these situations have been encountered
ih Austin, and we have found that following only the steps necessary
s'aves everyone time from purs4ing nonoptiuns:

WHAT IS THE RATING SCALE?

Attachment 1 presents the rating scale, titled "Factors
for Rating Achievement Tests." Thb rating scale has two intended
purirpses:

1. To expedite a systematic comparison among. achievement .

tests, and

2. To allow i weighting of the fact/ors to be rated
according to the system's needs.

The rating scale contains three components':
. -

1. Subfactor ratings,

2. Factor` ratings, and

3. Overall2weightin0for the test.

Subfactors are the subsidiary considerations which, taken as a

whole, make up each of the five factors-. ' Subfactors are assigned
ratings by the individual or group using the rating scale on the
following basis:

5 = Adequate
4 = Mostly Adequ to
3 Partly Adeq aet , Partly Inadequate
2 = Mostly Inad ate
1.= Inadequate

For example, if under the factor of technical soundness,0
the reliability of the candidate test is judged by the rater to
be "mostly adequate," the rater would assiJgn a rating 9f 4 to
this subfactor. The number of.subfactors under each of the
factors differs. However, since an arithmetic average of the
subfactor ratings is taken to arrive at the five factor ratings,
each subfactor component is equally represented in the factor
ratings. In cases where the average is a decimal fraction, the
average should be rounded to the nearest whole number. As will

3
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be noted from Attachment 1, several types of relia
be considered by the rater. In such cases where t
is not. a unitary concept, the rater may choose t
to.eich o f the subcoMponents Older the subfactor
average these, or may simply consider these subcomponents in
making an overall subfactor rating.

It should be noted that these subfactor-ratings-are a
matter of subjective judgment on the part of the rater, based on
the rater's experience and Familiarity through 0.;tudy of the test
under consideration. In fact, subfactor ratings will probably
differ-from individual to individual and from group
(administrators, teachers', parents, etc.) togroup.
Therefore, it is to the benefit of the sch/ol district to obtain
multiple ratings of a test for comparison. and as a basis for
further study and discussion should the differences be extreme.

However, it is in this connection that the Fatal Flaw
Principle may usefully be emplpyed. If any of the five factor.
rati.6gs, made up of the averages of the subfactor ratings, is
leSs than 3,, i.e.., mostly inadequ'ate or inadequate, the test
shm_ld be dropped from consideration. This is a useful procedure
which helps to narrow the range of candidate tests and which
serves as an anchor. for the different rating groups.

The third component of the rating scale, an overaV1,
weighting of'each,of the five factors, is dh additiOnal
mechanism 'for separatIng inadequate tests from adequate
tests based on judgments of the importance of each of
the five faCtors. The overall weightings shOuld'be,treated as
percentages summing,to-1A0. For example,.the logistical
feasibility of a test may be of paramount importance to a
district. Inthis event,, the rater might assign a 60% weight to
this factor and, perhaps, a 10% weight to each of the remaining
four factors.. To arrive at the weighted factor ratings, then,.

the rater would multiply the factor ratings by the percentage
weights. In the example, if the factor rating for logistical
feasibility was 3, the weighted factor rating would equal 180.
Note, however, that after such weighted factors have been
obtained, the only vilid-comparisOns are between tests, nOt
between factors on the same test. Should a rater deSire to
compare factors on. the same test; the unweighted factor ratings
should be used.

should
subfactor

sik ratings
fir'st

GHAT ARE THE FIVE-FACTORS?,

Technical Soundness

This first factor is the one which; initially,* is of the
most importance to the district testing office, and of lesser
concern to-the other consumers. Ultimately, however, it is the
base upon which the whole testing entetprise will rest because-
sooner or later, given the high visibility which test scores hive

r
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assumed foran account4 lity-conscious pu lic,. the test whi-ch is
chosen must stand up to the critical review Of the other
consumers. Therefore, t is'factor must be iven thorough
consideration, even to t e extent of disqualifying from the
outset some tests which are apparently attractive ,fr,om the
standpoint of the other four factors. In fact, as embodied in
the fatal flaw principle, each. of the five factors contains
features which may disqualify a test from consideration despite
the test's-strengths in other areas. This paper does not purport
to be an exhaustive examination of the technical bases for
evaluating the. psychometric properties of a test since these
aspects are-covered at length elsewhere. However, the'rating
scale should be a workable, checklist touching the major
criteria.

Logistical Feasibi.lity

This factor attempts to address those features of a,test
concerned with the logistics of the actual aOministration of the
test. One consideration is the levels of the test which are
available. IS there a level available for each grade to be
tested, or are several grades to administered the same test
level? In either event, there should be good articulation across
test levels.

A second consideration is whether there are alternate
forms of the test available. Alternate forms are desirable for
-several reasons:

1 If the same form of the test is given repeatedly,
particularly if the same level is given to different
grades over the course of several years, as was the
case with AISD's high school achievement test, the
test takers become familiar with the test wihrely
from its repetition. In this event, it is useful to
have at least one alternate form of the test to
ensure that reliable test results are obtained.
In Austin, two forms of,tI'ie high school
achievement test were Alternated annually at each'
high school. In this way, the test takers were

4

oresented with a slightly.Mfferent test in
alternatingfyears.

2 Familiarity \ith the test also tends to promote a
shift in instructional practices toward the content
of the test. An alter ate form of the test help
ensure that the instructional focus does.nOt become
too 'farrow, but must in tend remain sensitive to
the slight differences f om one form of the
test to thg other.

3. In the instance where cheating on the test is
suspicted, an alternate form of the test may

7
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be administered for comparison purposes:

FunctiOnal-level testing may also be a desirable
characteristic of a test.

Another consideration is the amount of,time the test
requires for administra-tion. With a premium on
instructional time, it is desirable for the test to
take as little time as possible away from instruction. Hence,.a
to whose subtests'ar.e shorter translates to fewer days over
wh ch'the test must. be administered.

Finally, ease of scoring is an important consideration .

in terms of a test's logistical feasibility. In smaller school
districts, where scoring is done manually, a test
which is readily hand scored and which quickly'generates derived
scores is preferable to a test with complex scoring procedures
which may necessitate sending.the ansvitar documents to the test
publisher for scoring, at e4ctra cost fb the district and with a
consequent time delay in receiving the scores. In larger school
distriets, which have the capability to score the test 'in
house," a test with the requisite conversion tables and other
technical Aocumentation readily available is essential.

Instructional Validity

This is a factor of prime concern, since finless the
test covers the instructional areas in which information
is required, it cannot be valuable, even if it has
excellent technical soundness. ft this regard, the match
between the test and the curriculum must be as close as possible.
A test that matches the system's curriculuth very 'well might be a
shoo-in candidate. It should be noted that: a perfect match betri(een
a district's curriculum and the content of a commercially published
test is unlikely. Ther,tfore, an alternative for a district is a

locally developed test which cam be constructed which would ensure
a closer match, However, this is an expensive and time-consuming
alternative. An additional drawback is. the lack of national
norms with which to compare district achievement.

Related to the match with curriculum is the consideration
of the terminology used by the candidate test. If the language
used in the administration directions and in the test items is a
noticeable departure _from that *customarily used by teachers in
their everyday instruction, some provisiqns have to be made eiarly
in the school year,_well before the test administration, to \
a:quaint the students with the test's terminology.

Finally, an important consideration, perhaps of
overriding importance, is the utility of the test results for.
instruction. Apart from the accountablility function of the test
for curriculum decisions, the test must generate useful
information for teachers to use in the instruction of individual
students. To this end, the test must contain information for
districts to create skill profiles of individual student
strengths and weaknesses.



Financial Affordability.

.This factor is an iitportant and,sometimes overlooked
' conce.rn. Even if a test is excellent in terms -of its technical
soundness; logisticalfeasbility, and instructi-onal validity, it
must be affordable by the district. Financial considerations include:

G

1. Start-up costs. The dis.trict must make .4'laige
'initial outlay of funds to purchase teachers,guides,
scoring keys, and the, like for annual use. It must
also purchase reusable bookletse, if the test is for,

grade levels above the early primary, for students
who'mark on a separate answer sheet.

2. Annual costs. For students in the early primary
grades who c.annot use a separate answer sheet and
must mark directly onto the test booklet, t-he

district must purchase replacement booklets annually.
It must also purchase additional te;&her guides and
other testing materials &as these betme delapidated
due to ordinary use or due to the rigors of shipping.

Interpretational Ease

This factor is related to the utility of the,test for
generating interpretable results. A variety of scores should be
available, including an overall compOsite-4core, scores for each
of the major domaihs tested, e.g., a total mathematics score, and
scores which can be grouped according-to each of the subskills
tested, e.g., number sense. The test should havejloming dates
useful for annual achievement comparisons and for major projects
such as Chapter 1. The test battery should include tests in
areas of concern to school districts, including newer areas such
as life skills and-computer literacy. Test snres.should allow
comparisons both on a longitudinal and a cross-sectional basis.

coNtLusIo

ometimes we think that a s\hool system shouldneyer
change a hiev.emert.tests--especially if we know the implications
of replacing one test with another. However, once past the
hui-dle of committing to a change, learning from the experience of
others can make the selection process much more efficient and
productive. In this paper, we have-outlined and described the
following aspects of the process of selecting an achievement test:'

4 1. The factors to co,nsider:

2. The people with the greatest responsibility to ensure
.adequacy for the new test on each faCtor,



6.

C'

3. The Fatal Plaw PrinciP)e,,,,which eliminates' a tent
outright,

4. The Shoo-In Principle, which selects a.single test
outright, and

5. 'The context within which a te-&-t is selected.

Is it pretentious of us to have-laid out-s-Gch an
elaborate process for others to follow without having first put
it to the test, so to speak? Of course it is. Our purpose, we
must admit, was to document our ideas for ourselves while the
emotions of our recent test changes are still fresh. We do
intend to follow the suggestions of this paper the next time we
change one of our achievement tests. Until then, if any reader
takes our plan to heart, -let us know how it works.

I

ti
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Figure 1: WHO ARE THE EXPERTS? Who has major responsibility
to ensure adequacy on each factor for the new
achievement test? .
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Figure 2: STEPS FOR SELECTING AN
ACHrEVEMENT "TEST
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Test:

FACTORS FOR RATING ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

Attachment 1

Directions: Assign a numerical rating from 1 to 5 to each of the factors
Which follow. In this scale: 5 = Adequate

'4 = Mostly Adequate
3 = Partly Adequate, Partly Inadequate
2 = Mostly Inadequate
1 = Inadequate

Factor ratings will be based. on an average of subfactor ratings.

Ratings (1-5) Factors

I. Technical Soundness

(PriMary raters: Testing Staff)

A. Reliability
1. Test-Retest
2. Internal Consistency
3. Correlation with Other Tests/Forms

B. Validity
1. Divergent
2. Factorial
3. Concurrent
4. Predictive

C. Norms
1. Empirical Norms
2. Critical Norming Dates
3. Norm Sample
a. National Representation
b. Size of Sample
c. Subgroup Norms
1. Urban
2. Regional

d. Consistencies
1. 50th %ile = GE for

time of testing
2. +1.0 GE/year growth

at 50th %ile
3. >1.0 GE/year growth

above 50th %ile
4. <1.0 GE/year growth

below 50th %ile
5. Standard score growth

rate logical

D. Fairness
1. No Sex Bias
2. No Ethnic Bias

13
tx.



II. Logistical Feasibility

(Primary raters: Teachers and Principalsc
Testing Staff)

(Secondary raters: Central-Administration)

A. Levels Available per Grade Span

B. Alternate Forms Available

C. Out-of-Level Testing
1. Booklet Adaptations
2. Administration Differences

Across Levels

D. Testing Schedule
1. Days
2. Tithe per Test

E. Ease of Scoring
1. Manual Scoring
2. Publisher's Scoring Service
3. District's Machine Scoring

F. Format
1. Physical Layout of Items
2. Print
3. Graphics and Illustration

G. Clarity of Directions
1. For Test Administrators
2. For Students

H. Availability of Student Practice
Materials

1 I. Training Recatirements for
Administratoks

J. Other Language Editions

K. Editions for thee Handicapped

1 'I
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III. Instructional Validity

(Primary raters: Teachers and PrIncipals)
(Secondary raters: Testing. Staff, Central

Administration)

A. Areas Tested

B. Match with Curriculum
1. Content
2. Skills Levels
3. Terminology

C. Utility of Test

IV. Financial Affordability

(Primary raters: Central Administration,
Board of Trustees)

(Secondary raters: Testing Staff)

A. Start-Up Costs
1. Reusable Booklets
2. 'Teacher Guides

B. Annual Costs
1. Disposable Booklets
2. Answer Sheets
3. Scoring
4. Reporting

C. Adjusted Annual Per Pupil Cost:
[(Start-Up Costs) = (Annual Costs
x Years Life Expectancy of Test] -
Years Life Expectancy of Test

15



V. Interpretational Ease

.(Primary raters: Parents, Teachers and
Principals, Testing Staff,
Central\Administration,
Board of rustees)

IA. Scores Available
1. Overall Composite
2. Major Domains
3. Skills Areas

3. Norming Date

C. Test Areas

D. Comparability-
1. Past Scores
2. Other Districts/Groups

Test Rating Summary
Factor Weight x Rating = Total

II
III
IV
V

100 Overall Rating

Weight: Divide 100 up among the five factors (for example:
10, 30, 20, 10, 30) to represent the relative importance
of each in the decision.
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